
Chapter 5: Applications
In [2]: ## common imports ##  

# importing dolfin from FEniCS

from dolfin import * 

# importing mshr for meshing

from mshr import * 

# importing numpy for analytical parts

import numpy as np 

# import matplotlib for visualization

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 

# import nabla_div from UFL for defining variational

from ufl import nabla_div

5.1 Elastic Bars
The equilibrium of an elatic bar  implies that the displacement  at  in the -direction is the solution of the
following boundary value problem: Find  such that

A non-dimensionalized weak form for this problem can be stated as: Find  such that

where  is the unit interval  and . Assuming , and 

, the solution simply reads . The following program computes errors and the

convergence rate associated to a family of meshes for .
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In [2]: def Compute_Bar(N, k): 

   """ Given mesh division size N & the degree k of Lagrange

   elements, this function returns the mesh size h and error

   of the finite element solution of an elastic bar """ 

    

   # create mesh and define function space     

   mesh = UnitIntervalMesh(N) 

   V_h = FunctionSpace(mesh, "Lagrange", k)     

    

   # the exact solution   

   u_e = Expression('sin(0.5*pi*x[0])', degree = 3 + k)         

    

   # define Dirichlet boundary condition 

   def left_boundary(x, on_boundary):  

       tol = 1E-12   # tolerance for comparisons 

       return on_boundary and abs(x[0]) < tol                 

   BC = DirichletBC(V_h, Constant(0.0), left_boundary) 

              

   # define the weak formulation  

   u_h = TrialFunction(V_h); v_h = TestFunction(V_h)          

   b = Expression('pi*pi*sin(0.5*pi*x[0])/4.0', degree= 3+k)       

   A = inner(grad(u_h), grad(v_h))*dx 

   F = b*v_h*dx  

    

   # compute finite element solution 

   u_h = Function(V_h)        # u_h is redefined  

   solve(A == F, u_h, BC) 

   L2_Error = errornorm(u_e, u_h, norm_type="L2") 

           

   return L2_Error, mesh.hmax() 

# number of divisions of meshes

Divisions = [3, 6, 9]  

# computing errors

k = 1                        # degree of Lagrange element

h = []                       # mesh sizes

error_L2 = []                # initializing error 

for N in Divisions: 

   Er_L2, hmesh = Compute_Bar(N, k) 

   error_L2.append(Er_L2)  

   h.append(hmesh) 

    

# convergence rates

from math import log as ln  # log is a dolfin name too

rate_L2 = ln(error_L2[-1]/error_L2[-2])/ln(h[-1]/h[-2]) 

# printing results

for i in range(len(Divisions)): 

   print('N = %2.f, L2_error = %5.2E' 

         % (Divisions[i], error_L2[i]))

print('L2-convergence rate = %.2f' % rate_L2)

N =  3, L2_error = 1.76E-02 

N =  6, L2_error = 4.42E-03 

N =  9, L2_error = 1.96E-03 

L2-convergence rate = 2.00 



5.2 Euler-Bernouli Beams
Let  represent a beam of length  which is fixed at  with the flexural rigidity , . The beam is
assumed to be under a distributed load  per unit length, and a shear force  and a bending moment  at .
Using the Euler-Bernouli beam theory, one can write the following conformal mixed finite element method in terms of the
deflection  and the bending moment  of the beam: Find  and  with , and 

 such that

where  and  are the finite element spaces associated to families of -simplices of type ( ) and ( ), respectively, 
, and . In the following program, we implement this mixed

finite element method with the data , , , , and , which admits the exact solution
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In [3]: # data

l = 1.0      # beam length

EI = 1.0     # flexural rigidity

Q = 1.0      # shear load at x=l

M = 0.0      # bending moment at x=l

k_u = 1      # FE degree for deflection

k_m = 1      # FE degree for moment 

def Compute_MixedBeam(N, k_u, k_m):     

   """ Given mesh division size N, and the degrees k_u and

   k_m of Lagrange elements for deflection and moment, this

   function returns the mesh size h and errors of a mixed

   FEM for beams """ 

     

   # create mesh and define function space 

   mesh = IntervalMesh(N, 0.0, l)     

   LGu = FiniteElement("Lagrange", mesh.ufl_cell(), k_u) 

   LGm = FiniteElement("Lagrange", mesh.ufl_cell(), k_m)     

   Z_h = FunctionSpace(mesh, MixedElement([LGu, LGm])) 

           

   # the exact solution   

   u_e = Expression('Q*x[0]*x[0]*(x[0] - 3*l)/(6*EI)', 

          l = l, EI = EI, Q = Q, degree = 3 + k_u) 

   m_e = Expression('Q*(x[0] - l)', l = l, Q = Q, 

                    degree = 3 + k_m) 

            

   # marking the boundary using a mesh function     

   boundary_parts = MeshFunction("size_t", mesh, 

                                 mesh.topology().dim()-1)  

   # mark right boundary edges as subdomain 1 

   class Right_boundary(SubDomain): 

       def inside(self, x, on_boundary): 

           tol = 1E-12   # tolerance for comparisons 

           return on_boundary and abs(x[0] - l) < tol 

   Gamma_R = Right_boundary() 

   Gamma_R.mark(boundary_parts, 1) 

    

   # define Dirichlet boundary condition 

   def Left(x, on_boundary): 

       tol = 1E-12   # tolerance for comparisons 

       return on_boundary and abs(x[0]) < tol 

    

   def Right(x, on_boundary): 

       tol = 1E-12   # tolerance for comparisons 

       return on_boundary and abs(x[0] - l) < tol 

    

   bcs = [DirichletBC(Z_h.sub(0), Constant(0.0), Left), 

          DirichletBC(Z_h.sub(1), Constant(M), Right)] 

       

   # define the weak formulation  

   (u_h, m_h) = TrialFunctions(Z_h)    # trial functions 

   (v_h, r_h) = TestFunctions(Z_h)     # test fucntions     

   LH = ( m_h.dx(0)*v_h.dx(0) + u_h.dx(0)*r_h.dx(0) 

         + Constant(1.0/EI)*m_h*r_h )*dx    # left side 

   f = Constant(0.0)                # no distributed load 

   ds = Measure("ds", domain=mesh, 

     subdomain_data=boundary_parts)  # boundary integral 

   RH = -f*v_h*dx + Constant(Q)*v_h*ds(1)        # right side 

    

   # compute finite element solution 

   z_h = Function(Z_h) 

   solve(LH == RH, z_h, bcs) 



   (u_h, m_h) = z_h.split() 

    

   Error_u = errornorm(u_e, u_h, norm_type="L2") 

   Error_m = errornorm(m_e, m_h, norm_type="L2") 

       

   return Error_u, Error_m, mesh.hmax() 

# number of divisions of meshes

Divisions = [3, 6, 9]  

# computing errors

h = []                       # initializing mesh sizes

error_u, error_m = [], []    # initializing errors 

for N in Divisions: 

   Er_u, Er_m, hmesh = Compute_MixedBeam(N, k_u, k_m) 

   error_u.append(Er_u); error_m.append(Er_m)  

   h.append(hmesh) 

    

# convergence rates

from math import log as ln  # log is a dolfin name too

rate_u = ln(error_u[-1]/error_u[-2])/ln(h[-1]/h[-2]) 

# printing results

for i in range(len(Divisions)): 

   print('N = %2.f, error_u = %5.2E, error_m = %5.2E' 

         % (Divisions[i], error_u[i], error_m[i]))

print('rate_u = %.2f' % rate_u)

5.3 Elastic Membranes
A weak formulation for the vertical displacement  of a membrane  fixed at its boundary can be stated as: Find  with 
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In [4]: # create mesh and define function space

mesh = UnitSquareMesh(8, 8)

V = FunctionSpace(mesh, 'CG', 1) 

# define boundary condition

def boundary(x, on_boundary): 

   return on_boundary

bc = DirichletBC(V, Constant(0.0), boundary) 

# define variational problem

u = TrialFunction(V)

w = TestFunction(V)

f = Constant(4.0)

a = dot(grad(u), grad(w))*dx

L = f*w*dx 

# compute solution

u = Function(V)

solve(a == L, u, bc) 

# saving solution in VTK format

ufile_pvd = File("Ch5_ElasMembrane/disp.pvd")

ufile_pvd << u

5.4 The Wave Equation
We consider the following initial-boundary value problem associated with the wave equation:

with

By using the three-point centered-difference with the uniform time increment , one obtains the following
implicit method: Given , find , such that
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In [6]: C = 1.0                 # membrane's constant

T = 10                  # final time

num_steps = 400         # number of time steps

S = T / num_steps       # time step size

L = 4                   # length

W = 0.5                 # width

t = 0.0                 # initial time

A = 10.0                # the amplitude

omega = 0.3             # the frequency

nx = 400 ;ny = 50       # number of divisions

mesh = RectangleMesh(Point(0.0, 0.0), Point(L, W), nx, ny)

V = FunctionSpace(mesh, 'CG', 1) 

value_0 = Constant((0.0))

# defining u at t=0 as u0 and t=S as u1 

u0 = interpolate(value_0, V)

u1 = interpolate(value_0, V) 

# defining variational problem

u = TrialFunction(V)

v = TestFunction(V)

a = u*v*dx + S*S*C*C*inner(grad(u), grad(v))*dx

l = 2*u1*v*dx-u0*v*dx 

# time-dependent boundary condition

g = Expression('A*pow(sin(omega*t),2)', A = A, 

                omega = omega, t = 0.0, degree = 4) 

# defining boundaries

def left(x, on_boundary): 

   tol = 1E-12   # tolerance for coordinate comparisons 

   return on_boundary and abs(x[0]) < tol

def right(x, on_boundary): 

   tol = 1E-12   # tolerance for coordinate comparisons 

   return on_boundary and abs(x[0] - L) < tol 

# create VTK file for saving solution

vtkfile = File("Ch5_Wave/Wave_disp.pvd") 

u=Function(V)

# time-stepping to solve time-dependent BVP

while t <= T: 

   g.t = t    # updating time parameter 

    

   if t <= pi/omega: 

       bc_l = DirichletBC(V, g, left)        

   else: 

       bc_l = DirichletBC(V, Constant(0.0), left)         

   bc_r = DirichletBC(V, Constant(0.0), right)     

   bc = [bc_l, bc_r] 

    

   A, b = assemble_system(a, l, bc)    

   solve(A, u.vector(), b) 

   # save to file  

   vtkfile << (u,t) 

    

   # updating previous solution 

   u0.assign(u1) 

   u1.assign(u) 

    

   # updating time 

   t += S



5.5 Heat Transfer in a Turbine Blade
The strong form of this problem is:

where  is the unit normal vector field of ,  is the diffusion coefficient,  is a given velocity field, and  and 
 are known scalar-valued functions. Suppose  is a finite element space. By using  and the backward

Euler method with the uniform time increment , one obtains the following implicit finite element method: Given
, find  such that
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In [7]: # parameters

T = 0.35            # final time

t = 0.0             # initial time

num_steps = 1000    # number of time steps

S = T / num_steps   # time step size

L = 0.6 ; W = 0.3   # length and width of the blade

N = 20              # mesh resolution

degreeCG = 2        # FE degree

eps = 0.1           # diffusion coefficient

r = 0.005           # circles radius

l = 0.01            # small rec length 

# generating mesh

blade = Rectangle(Point(0.0, 0.0), Point(L, W))

cyc11 = Circle(Point(L/11,5*W/12), r)

cyc12 = Circle(Point(2*L/11,5*W/12), r)

cyc13 = Circle(Point(3*L/11,5*W/12), r)

cyc14 = Circle(Point(4*L/11,5*W/12), r)

cyc15 = Circle(Point(5*L/11,5*W/12), r)

cyc16 = Circle(Point(6*L/11,5*W/12), r)

cyc17 = Circle(Point(7*L/11,5*W/12), r)

cyc18 = Circle(Point(8*L/11,5*W/12), r)

cyc19 = Circle(Point(9*L/11,5*W/12), r)

cyc110 = Circle(Point(10*L/11,5*W/12), r)

cyc21 = Circle(Point(L/11,7*W/12), r)

cyc22 = Circle(Point(2*L/11,7*W/12), r)

cyc23 = Circle(Point(3*L/11,7*W/12), r)

cyc24 = Circle(Point(4*L/11,7*W/12), r)

cyc25 = Circle(Point(5*L/11,7*W/12), r)

cyc26 = Circle(Point(6*L/11,7*W/12), r)

cyc27 = Circle(Point(7*L/11,7*W/12), r)

cyc28 = Circle(Point(8*L/11,7*W/12), r)

cyc29 = Circle(Point(9*L/11,7*W/12), r)

cyc210 = Circle(Point(10*L/11,7*W/12), r)

cyc31 = Circle(Point(L/11,9*W/12), r)

cyc32 = Circle(Point(2*L/11,9*W/12), r)

cyc33 = Circle(Point(3*L/11,9*W/12), r)

cyc34 = Circle(Point(4*L/11,9*W/12), r)

cyc41 = Circle(Point(L/11,10*W/12), r)

cyc42 = Circle(Point(2*L/11,10*W/12), r)

cyc43 = Circle(Point(3*L/11,10*W/12), r)

cyc44 = Circle(Point(4*L/11,10*W/12), r)

rec1 = Rectangle(Point(L/11, 2*W/12), \ 

                Point(l+ L/11, 2*l+W/6))

rec2 = Rectangle(Point(2*L/11, 2*W/12), \ 

                Point(l+ (2*L/11), 2*l+W/6))

rec3 = Rectangle(Point(3*L/11, 2*W/12), \ 

                Point(l+ (3*L/11), 2*l+W/6))

rec4 = Rectangle(Point(4*L/11, 2*W/12), \ 

                Point(l+ (4*L/11), 2*l+W/6))

rec5 = Rectangle(Point(5*L/11, 2*W/12), \ 

                Point(l+ (5*L/11), 2*l+W/6))

rec6 = Rectangle(Point(6*L/11, 2*W/12), \ 

                Point(l+ (6*L/11), 2*l+W/6))

rec7 = Rectangle(Point(7*L/11, 2*W/12), \ 

                Point(l+ (7*L/11), 2*l+W/6))

rec8 = Rectangle(Point(8*L/11, 2*W/12), \ 

                Point(l+ (8*L/11), 2*l+W/6))

rec9 = Rectangle(Point(9*L/11, 2*W/12), \ 

                Point(l+ (9*L/11), 2*l+W/6))

rec10 = Rectangle(Point(10*L/11, 2*W/12), \ 

                 Point(l+ (10*L/11), 2*l+W/6))

domain = blade - cyc11 - cyc12 - cyc13 - cyc14\ 



- cyc15 - cyc16 - cyc17 - cyc18 - cyc19 - cyc110\ 

- cyc21 - cyc22 - cyc23 - cyc24 - cyc25 - cyc26\ 

- cyc27 - cyc28 - cyc29 - cyc210 - cyc31 - cyc32\ 

- cyc33 - cyc34 - cyc41 - cyc42 - cyc43 - cyc44\ 

- rec1 - rec2 - rec3 - rec4 - rec5 - rec6 - rec7\ 

- rec8 - rec9 - rec10

mesh = generate_mesh(domain, N) 

# symbolic physical coordinates for given mesh

x = SpatialCoordinate(mesh) 

# define function space

V = FunctionSpace(mesh, 'CG', degreeCG) 

# define boundaries

boundary_parts = MeshFunction('size_t', mesh, \ 

                             mesh.topology().dim()-1) 

class BottomBoundary(SubDomain): 

   def inside(self, x, on_boundary): 

       tol = 1E-14   # tolerance for coordinate comparisons 

       return on_boundary and abs(x[1]) < tol 

Gamma_1 = BottomBoundary()

Gamma_1.mark(boundary_parts, 1) 

class TopBoundary(SubDomain): 

   def inside(self, x, on_boundary): 

       tol = 1E-14   # tolerance for coordinate comparisons 

       return on_boundary and abs(x[1] - W) < tol 

Gamma_1 = TopBoundary()

Gamma_1.mark(boundary_parts, 2) 

# define initial value

T0 = Constant(0.0)

u_n = interpolate(T0, V) 

# define variational problem

ds = Measure("ds", domain=mesh, \ 

            subdomain_data=boundary_parts)

u = TrialFunction(V)

v = TestFunction(V)

beta = as_vector([4*x[1]*(1-x[1]),0.0])

Q1 = Expression(('400*t'), t=t, degree=1)

Q2 = Expression(('-20*t'), t=t, degree=1)

a = (u*v +S*eps*inner(grad(u),grad(v))  

+ S*inner(beta,grad(u))*v)*dx

L = S*eps*dot(Q1,v)*ds(1)+S*eps*dot(Q2,v)*ds(2)+u_n*v*dx 

# produce a vtkfile for visualization

vtkfile = File('Ch5_Heat/ConvDiff.pvd') 

# solver

u = Function(V)

for n in range(num_steps): 

    

   # update current time 

   t += S 

        

   # compute solution 

   solve(a == L, u) 

   # save solution to vtk format 



   vtkfile << (u,t) 

    

   # update tractions 

   Q1.t = t 

   Q2.t = t 

    

   # update previous solution 

   u_n.assign(u)

5.6 Seepage in Embankment
Let  denote the soil embankment. Our goal is to find the head distribution  in soil and the discharge  through soil
with

where the parameters  and  are respectively the permeability coefficients in the - and the -directions. We solve the
following problem: Find the head distribution  satisfying

A weak formulation for this problem can be written as: Find  satisfying , on , and , on ,
such that

Since in addition to , we are interested to compute  as well, we also consider a mixed formulation for this problem based
on the following strong form: Find  and  satisfying the boundary conditions such that

Let  be either  or . One can write the following mixed formulation based on the above strong form:
Find  and  satisfying , on , and , on , such that
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In [8]: def seepage_solver(N, kx, ky, degreeCG, degreeDiv): 

   # create mesh and define function space 

   domain_vertices = [Point(0.0, 0.0), 

                      Point(L, 0.0), 

                      Point(L, W), 

                      Point(L/2 + Wp/2, W), 

                      Point(L/2 + Wp/2, W/2 + 1.0), 

                      Point(L/2 - Wp/2, W/2 + 1.0), 

                      Point(L/2 - Wp/2, W), 

                      Point(0.0, W)]                     

   domain = Polygon(domain_vertices) 

   mesh = generate_mesh(domain, N) 

    

   # define mixed function spaces 

   LG = FiniteElement("CG", mesh.ufl_cell(), degreeCG)     

   RT = FiniteElement("RT", mesh.ufl_cell(), degreeDiv) 

   V_mixed = FunctionSpace(mesh, MixedElement([LG, RT])) 

    

   # define single-field function spaces 

   V_single = FunctionSpace(mesh, "Lagrange", degreeCG)      

   Vec_h = VectorFunctionSpace(mesh, "Lagrange", degreeCG+1)         

   # define boundary conditions  

   def inflow(x, on_boundary): 

       tol = 1E-12     # tolerance for coordinate comparisons  

       return on_boundary and abs(x[1] - 10.0) < tol\ 

              and 0.0 < x[0] < 9.0 

   def outflow(x, on_boundary): 

       tol = 1E-12     # tolerance for coordinate comparisons  

       return on_boundary and abs(x[1] - 10.0) < tol\ 

              and 11.0 < x[0] < 20.0 

          

   # boundary function for mixed 

   bc_mixed = [DirichletBC(V_mixed.sub(0), Constant(h_l),\ 

                           inflow), 

               DirichletBC(V_mixed.sub(0), Constant(0.0),\ 

                           outflow)] 

    

   # boundary function for single-field 

   bc_single = [DirichletBC(V_single, Constant(h_l),\ 

                            inflow), 

                DirichletBC(V_single, Constant(0.0), \ 

                            outflow)] 

    

   # define the weak formulation for mixed  

   (h_mixed, q_mixed) = TrialFunctions(V_mixed) 

   (v_mixed, w_mixed) = TestFunctions(V_mixed)  

   f = Constant((0.0))               # a dummy function 

   Dh_mixed = as_vector([kx*h_mixed.dx(0), ky*h_mixed.dx(1)])  

   LHS = ( inner(q_mixed, grad(v_mixed)) +  

          inner(q_mixed, w_mixed) +  

          inner(Dh_mixed, w_mixed))*dx   

   RHS = f*v_mixed*dx  

    

   # define the weak formulation for single-field 

   h_single = TrialFunction(V_single) 

   v_single = TestFunction(V_single)           

   Dh_single = as_vector([kx*h_single.dx(0),\ 

                          ky*h_single.dx(1)])  

   A = inner(Dh_single, grad(v_single))*dx 

   F = f*v_single*dx 

    

   # compute finite element solution for mixed 



   mixed_soln = Function(V_mixed)  

   solve(LHS == RHS, mixed_soln, bc_mixed) 

   (h_mixed, q_mixed) = mixed_soln.split() 

    

   # compute finite element solution for single-field 

   h_single = Function(V_single)      

   solve(A == F, h_single, bc_single) 

    

   # compute discharge by gradient 

   q_single = project(-grad(h_single), Vec_h)  

    

   # obtaining L2 norms  

   Norm_h_mixed = norm(h_mixed, norm_type="L2") 

   Norm_h_single = norm(h_single, norm_type="L2") 

   Norm_q_mixed = norm(q_mixed, norm_type="L2") 

   Norm_q_single = norm(q_single, norm_type="L2")     

   NORM = [Norm_h_mixed, Norm_h_single,\ 

           Norm_q_mixed, Norm_q_single]    

    

   return NORM, mesh.hmax(), q_mixed,\ 

          q_single, h_mixed, h_single



In [9]: # mesh resolutions 

divisions = [4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 30]

L = 20.0                     # length of soil embankment 

W = 10.0                     # width of soil embankment

h_l = 1.0                    # water head

Wp = 2.0                     # sheet pile width

kx = 0.00000037              # permeability in x-direction

ky = 0.00000042              # permeability in y-direction

degreeCG = 1 ; degreeDiv = 1 # degrees of CG and RT elements 

h_m = []  # element sizes

E = []  # norms 

Norm_h_mixed = np.zeros((len(divisions),))  # mixed-head 

Norm_h_single = np.zeros((len(divisions),)) # single-head 

Norm_q_mixed = np.zeros((len(divisions),))  # mixed-discharge 

Norm_q_single = np.zeros((len(divisions),)) # single-discharge  

for (i, N) in enumerate(divisions): 

   # solver 

   Tnorm, hmesh, q_mixed, q_single, h_mixed, h_single\ 

   = seepage_solver(N, kx, ky, degreeCG, degreeDiv) 

    

   h_m.append(hmesh) 

   E.append(Tnorm) 

   Norm_h_mixed[i] = norm(h_mixed, norm_type="L2") 

   Norm_h_single[i] = norm(h_single, norm_type="L2") 

   Norm_q_mixed[i] = norm(q_mixed, norm_type="L2") 

   Norm_q_single[i] = norm(q_single, norm_type="L2") 

for i in range(0, len(E)): 

   print('h=%.3f | head_mixed_norm=%8.4E\

         | head_single_norm=%8.4E |flux_mixed_norm=%8.4E\

         | flux_single_norm=%8.4E' 

   % (h_m[i], E[i][0], E[i][1], E[i][2], E[i][3])) 

    

file = File("Ch5_Seepage/head_mixed.pvd")

file << h_mixed     

file = File("Ch5_Seepage/discharge_mixed.pvd")

file << q_mixed    

file = File("Ch5_Seepage/head_single.pvd")

file << h_single     

file = File("Ch5_Seepage/discharge_single.pvd")

file << q_single 

# plot L2-norm vs h 

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

plt.rc('font', size=10)

plt.figure()

plt.plot(h_m,Norm_h_mixed, '--r^',linewidth=4.0,markersize=10.0)

plt.plot(h_m, Norm_h_single, '-bH',linewidth=4.0,markersize=10.0)

plt.plot(h_m,Norm_q_mixed, '--r*',linewidth=4.0,markersize=10.0)

plt.plot(h_m, Norm_q_single, '-bP',linewidth=4.0,markersize=10.0)

plt.xlabel("$h_m$")

plt.ylabel("$L^{2}$-Norm")

plt.tick_params(direction='out', length=6, width=2)

plt.tick_params(axis='both', which='major')

plt.tick_params(axis='both', which='minor')

plt.legend(["head_mixed", "head_single", "discharge_mixed", \ 

           "discharge_single"], loc='best')

plt.grid()

plt.show()
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h=4.000 | head_mixed_norm=8.0970E+00          | head_single_norm=8.1023E+00 |fl

ux_mixed_norm=2.4814E-07          | flux_single_norm=6.6090E-01 

h=2.235 | head_mixed_norm=8.2048E+00          | head_single_norm=8.1916E+00 |fl

ux_mixed_norm=2.5445E-07          | flux_single_norm=6.5645E-01 

h=1.483 | head_mixed_norm=8.1660E+00          | head_single_norm=8.1840E+00 |fl

ux_mixed_norm=2.5531E-07          | flux_single_norm=6.5351E-01 

h=1.115 | head_mixed_norm=8.2244E+00          | head_single_norm=8.2178E+00 |fl

ux_mixed_norm=2.5720E-07          | flux_single_norm=6.5474E-01 

h=0.894 | head_mixed_norm=8.2265E+00          | head_single_norm=8.2214E+00 |fl

ux_mixed_norm=2.5717E-07          | flux_single_norm=6.5341E-01 

h=0.745 | head_mixed_norm=8.2248E+00          | head_single_norm=8.2215E+00 |fl

ux_mixed_norm=2.5705E-07          | flux_single_norm=6.5311E-01 

h=0.596 | head_mixed_norm=8.2208E+00          | head_single_norm=8.2208E+00 |fl

ux_mixed_norm=2.5773E-07          | flux_single_norm=6.5319E-01 



5.7 Soil Consolidation
We seek for a time-dependent pore water pressure  such that

where  is the unit normal vector field of  and

where  is the coefficient of consolidation, which is determined by the permeability coefficient , the compressibility
coefficient , and the specific weight of water . In this problem, we assume the layers have different permeability and
compressibility coefficients. By using an -conformal finite element space  and the implicit Euler method with a uniform
time increment , one can write the following method: Given , find  such that

u(x, y, t)
⎧

⎩

⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪

⎪⎪⎪⎪

u = Δu,∂t cv
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n ⋅ ∇u = 0,

u = ,u0

in Ω,  t ∈ [0,T ],
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on ∂Ω − ,  t ∈ [0,T ],Γtop
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Ω
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Ω
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cv vh ∫
Ω
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In [10]: # parameters

T = 431100          # final time

num_steps = 2000    # number of time steps

S = T / num_steps   # time step size

N = 40              # mesh resolution

degreeCG = 1        # degree of polynomial

W = 10.0            # length and width

gamma_w = 9.81      # water specific weigth 

k_0 = 0.0022        # permeability of clay0

k_1 = 0.037         # permeability of clay1

mv_0 = 0.09         # compressibility of clay0

mv_1 = 0.03         # compressibility of clay1 

# create mesh and define function space

domain = Rectangle(Point(0.0, 0.0), Point(W, W))

mesh = generate_mesh(domain, N)

V = FunctionSpace(mesh, 'CG', degreeCG) 

# define subdomains

class Omega0(SubDomain): 

   def inside(self, x, on_boundary): 

       return True if x[1] <= W/2 else False 

class Omega1(SubDomain): 

   def inside(self, x, on_boundary): 

       return True if x[1] >= W/2 else False

subdomains = MeshFunction('size_t', mesh\ 

                       , mesh.topology().dim())

boundary_parts = MeshFunction('size_t', mesh\ 

                       , mesh.topology().dim()-1) 

# mark subdomains

subdomain0 = Omega0()

subdomain0.mark(subdomains, 0)

subdomain1 = Omega1()

subdomain1.mark(subdomains, 1) 

# create constant function in each subdomains

V0 = FunctionSpace(mesh, 'DG', 0)

k  = Function(V0)

mv = Function(V0) 

# extracting the corresponding subdomain number of a cell 

# and assign the corresponding k and mv values

k_values = [k_0, k_1]     # values of k in the two subdomains

mv_values = [mv_0, mv_1]  # values of mv in the two subdomains 

browse = np.asarray(subdomains.array(), dtype=np.int32)

k.vector()[:] = np.choose(browse, k_values)

mv.vector()[:] = np.choose(browse, mv_values) 

# mark top boundary

class TopBoundary(SubDomain): 

   def inside(self, x, on_boundary): 

       tol = 1E-14   # tolerance for coordinate comparisons 

       return on_boundary and abs(x[1] - W) < tol 

Gamma_1 = TopBoundary()

Gamma_1.mark(boundary_parts, 2) 

ds = Measure("ds", domain=mesh, \ 

            subdomain_data=boundary_parts) 

# define initial value



u1 = Constant((50.0))

u_0 = interpolate(u1, V) 

# define variational problem

u = TrialFunction(V)

v = TestFunction(V)

Q = Constant((-50.0))             # loading

cv = k/gamma_w*mv                 # consolidation parameter

a = u*v*dx + cv*S*dot(grad(u), grad(v))*dx

L = u_0*v*dx + cv*S*dot(Q,v)*ds(2) 

# define time-stepping vectors

time = np.linspace(0, T, num_steps+1) 

# produce a vtkfile for visualization

vtkfile = File("Ch5_Consolidation/PorePressure.pvd") 

# time-stepping

t = 0

while t <= T: 

   u = Function(V) 

    

   # compute solution 

   solve(a == L, u) 

   # save solution to vtk format 

   vtkfile << (u,t) 

    

   # update previous solution 

   u_0.assign(u) 

   # update current time 

   t += S

5.8 The Stokes Equation for Incompressible Fluilds
We seek for the velocity ,  or , and the pressure  of the fluid satisfying the boundary value
problem

where the dynamic viscosity  is a constant,  is a given body force,  is the velocity of the fluid at the boundary, and the
vector Laplacian  is defined componentwise, that is, . A weak formulation for this problem
can be stated as:

where

v = ( , … , )v1 vn n = 2 3 p
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In [11]: # parameters

n = 330               # number of divisions

U = 15.0              # maximum velocity

mu = 1.0              # kinematic viscosity

k = 2                 # degree of polynomial 

# generate mesh

step =  Rectangle(Point(0.4, 0.0), Point(0.8, 0.15))

Rec = Rectangle(Point(0.0, 0.0), Point(2.2, 0.4))   

geometry = Rec - step                               

mesh = generate_mesh(geometry, n) 

# define function spaces

T = VectorElement("CG", mesh.ufl_cell(), k)         

Q = FiniteElement("CG", mesh.ufl_cell(), k-1)

mixed = T * Q

W = FunctionSpace(mesh,mixed) 

# define subdomains

inflow = 'near(x[0], 0)'

outflow = 'near(x[0], 2.2)'

topnbottom = 'near(x[1], 0) || near(x[1], 0.4)'

small_rec = """on_boundary && x[0] > 0.4001 && \

              x[0] < 0.8001 && x[1] < 0.15001""" 

# pinpoint for removing the degree of freedom of pressure

class PinPoint(SubDomain): 

   def inside(self, x, on_boundary): 

       return x[0] < DOLFIN_EPS and x[1] < DOLFIN_EPS

pinpoint = PinPoint() 

# no-slip boundary condition for velocity at top and bottom

noslip = Constant((0.0, 0.0))

bc0 = DirichletBC(W.sub(0), noslip, topnbottom) 

# no-slip boundary condition for velocity at step 

bc1 = DirichletBC(W.sub(0), noslip, small_rec) 

# inflow/outflow on left and right boundary

velocity_profile = \ 

 Expression(('4.0*U*x[1]*(0.4 - x[1]) / pow(0.4, 2)','0.0'), 

            U = U, degree=4 + k)

bc2 = DirichletBC(W.sub(0), velocity_profile, inflow)

bc3 = DirichletBC(W.sub(0), velocity_profile, outflow) 

# pressure at pinpoint

zero = Constant((0.0))

bc4 = DirichletBC(W.sub(1), zero, pinpoint, "pointwise")  

# all boundary conditions

bcs = [bc0, bc1, bc2, bc3, bc4] 

# variational problem

(v, p) = TrialFunctions(W)

(w, q) = TestFunctions(W)

f = Constant((0.0, 0.0))

a = mu*inner(grad(v), grad(w))*dx - div(w) *p*dx - q*div(v)*dx

L = inner(f, w)*dx 

# solver

V = Function(W)

solve(a == L, V, bcs) 



# extracting sub-functions

v, p = V.split() 

# saving solution in VTK format

ufile_pvd = File("Ch5_Stokes/velocity.pvd")

ufile_pvd << v

pfile_pvd = File("Ch5_Stokes/pressure.pvd")

pfile_pvd << p

5.9 Linearized Elasticity
Suppose , and let  be the outward unit normal vector field of . We look for the displacement field 

 such that

We consider the following weak formulation for linearized elasticity: Find  with , on , such that

where .
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In [17]: # beam parameters

L = 20; W = 6                    # length and width of the beam

mu = 80.194; lambda_ = 400889.8  # material properties

k = 2                            # degree of element

N = 50                           # number of divisions 

# create Tbar geometry and generate mesh

Box1 = Box(Point(0,0,0), Point(W,W,L))

Box2 = Box(Point(0,0,0), Point(W/3,2*W/3,L))

Box3 = Box(Point(2*W/3,0,0), Point(W,2*W/3,L))

TBox = Box1-Box2-Box3

mesh = generate_mesh(TBox, N) 

    

# define function space

V = VectorFunctionSpace(mesh, 'P', k) 

    

# define boundary conditions   

boundary_parts = MeshFunction("size_t", 

                             mesh, mesh.topology().dim()-1) 

# mark boundary facet with Z=L as subdomain 3

class RightBoundary(SubDomain): 

   def inside(self, x, on_boundary): 

       tol = 1E-12   # tolerance for coordinate comparisons 

       return on_boundary and abs(x[2] - L) < tol

Gamma_R = RightBoundary()

Gamma_R.mark(boundary_parts, 3) 

    

# boundary function for the face Z=0

def left_f(x, on_boundary): 

   tol = 1E-12   # tolerance for coordinate comparisons 

   return on_boundary and abs(x[2]) < tol  

bc = DirichletBC(V, Constant((0, 0, 0)), left_f) 

# define strain and stress

def epsilon(u): 

   return 0.5*(nabla_grad(u) + nabla_grad(u).T) 

def sigma(u): 

   return lambda_*nabla_div(u)*Identity(d) + 2*mu*epsilon(u) 

ds = Measure("ds", domain=mesh, 

            subdomain_data=boundary_parts) # boundary integral 

# define variational problem

u = TrialFunction(V)

v = TestFunction(V)

T = Constant((0, -3.0, 0))

d = u.geometric_dimension()  # space dimension

a = inner(sigma(u), epsilon(v))*dx

L = dot(T, v)*ds(3) 

# compute solution

u = Function(V)

solve(a == L, u, bc) 

# saving solution in VTK format

ufile_pvd = File("Ch5_LinElas/deformation.pvd")

ufile_pvd << u



5.10 Linearized Elastodynamics: The Hamburg Wheel-Track Test
We look for the time-dependent displacement field  such that:

where  is the body force,  is the density of the specimen. In this problem, the traction vector field is time-dependent. The
three-point centered-difference formula allows us to write the following implicit finite element method: Let 
be a finite element space induced by -simplex of type ( ) and let , be a uniform time increment. Then, given 

, find  such that

with , and .
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In [6]: # parameters

N = 50                    # mesh resolution

px1 = 0.075               # center of first cylinder

px2 = 0.212               # center of second cylinder

c1 = c2 = 0.075           # cylinders radius

Th = 0.04699              # rectangle strip width

Le = 0.287                # strip length

z = 0.06                  # cylinder height

omega = 2.618             # frequency

W_wh = 47743.4211         # wheel weight

Wc = 0.04241              # effective length

# time-stepping parameters

t = 0.0                   # initial time

T = 4.8                   # final time

Nsteps  = 180             # for the book's figure, change to 960 

S = Constant(T/Nsteps) 

# elastic parameters

E  = 611829727.78674

nu = 0.35

mu    = Constant(E / (2.0*(1.0 + nu)))

lmbda = Constant(E*nu / ((1.0 + nu)*(1.0 - 2.0*nu))) 

# mass density

rho = Constant(2700)      # asphalt mixture density 

# create HWTT sample geometry and generate mesh

cylinder1 = Cylinder(Point(px1, px1, 0.0), \ 

                    Point(px1, px1, z), c1, c1)

cylinder2 = Cylinder(Point(px2, px1, 0.0), \ 

                    Point(px2, px1, z), c2, c2)

mold = cylinder1 + cylinder2  

mesh = generate_mesh(mold, N) 

# return symbolic physical coordinates for mesh.

x = SpatialCoordinate(mesh) 

# define geometries to impose bcs

def cyl1(x, on_boundary): 

   return on_boundary and np.isclose(np.sqrt((x[0]-px1)**2 \ 

                       +(x[1]-px1)**2), 0.075, rtol=3e-2)

def cyl2(x, on_boundary): 

   return on_boundary and np.isclose(np.sqrt((x[0]-px2)**2 \ 

                       +(x[1]-px1)**2), 0.075, rtol=3e-2)

def top(x, on_boundary): 

   tol = 1E-12   # tolerance for coordinate comparisons 

   return on_boundary and abs(x[2] - z) < tol

def bottom(x, on_boundary): 

   tol = 1E-12   # tolerance for coordinate comparisons 

   return on_boundary and abs(x[2]) < tol 

# define function space for displacement,

# velocity and acceleration

V = VectorFunctionSpace(mesh, "CG", 1) 

# test and trial functions

u = TrialFunction(V)

v = TestFunction(V) 

# user-defined expression to impose traction on strip

class IC(UserExpression): 

   def __init__(self, t, c1, Th, Le, omega, z, \ 

                W_wh, Wc, **kwargs): 



       super().__init__(**kwargs) 

       self.t = t 

       self.omega = omega 

       self.Le = Le 

   def eval(self, value, x): 

       value[0] = 0.0 

       value[1] = 0.0 

       gt = (self.Le/2)*(1 - np.cos(self.omega*self.t)) 

       if x[2] == z and  c1-(Th/2) <= x[1] <= c1+(Th/2)\ 

       and gt <= x[0] <= 1.04241*gt: 

          value[2] = -W_wh/(Th*Wc) 

       else : 

           value[2] = 0.0 

   def value_shape(self): 

       return (3,)

Tr = IC(t, c1, Th, Le, omega, z, W_wh, Wc) 

# current (unknown) displacement

uh = Function(V, name="Displacement") 

# displacement for first and second iterations

u1= interpolate(Constant((0.0, 0.0, 0.0)), V)

u0= interpolate(Constant((0.0, 0.0, 0.0)), V) 

# create mesh function over the cell facets

boundary_subdomains = MeshFunction("size_t", \ 

                   mesh, mesh.topology().dim() - 1)

boundary_subdomains.set_all(0)

mark_boundary = AutoSubDomain(top)

mark_boundary.mark(boundary_subdomains, 3) 

# define measure for boundary condition integral

ds = Measure("ds", domain=mesh, 

            subdomain_data=boundary_subdomains) 

# set up boundary condition at bottom and sides

zero = Constant((0.0, 0.0, 0.0))

bc0 = DirichletBC(V, zero, bottom)

bc1 = DirichletBC(V, zero, cyl1)

bc2 = DirichletBC(V, zero, cyl2)

bcs = [bc0, bc1, bc2] 

# define strain and stress

def epsilon(r): 

   return 0.5*(nabla_grad(r) + nabla_grad(r).T)

def sigma(q): 

   return lmbda*nabla_div(q)*Identity(len(q)) \ 

   + 2*mu*epsilon(q) 

# residual

f = Constant((0, 0, 0))  # body force

a = rho*dot(u, v)*dx + S*S*inner(sigma(u), epsilon(v))*dx

L = S*S*rho*dot(f,v)*dx + S*S*dot(Tr,v)*ds(3) + \ 

   rho*dot(u0, v)*dx -2*rho*dot(u1, v)*dx 

# time-stepping

time = np.linspace(0, T, Nsteps+1)

u_mid = np.zeros((Nsteps+1,)) # red dot on strip 

# produce a vtkfile for visualization

vtkfile = File("Ch5_WheelTrack/rutting.pvd") 

for (i, S) in enumerate(np.diff(time)): 



   # solve  

   A, b = assemble_system(a, L, bcs)    

   solve(A, uh.vector(), b) 

   # save solution to vtk format 

   vtkfile << (uh,t) 

   # update old fields with new quantities 

   u0.assign(u1) 

   u1.assign(uh) 

   # update user-defined expression  

   Tr.t = t 

    

   # record midpoint displacement in z direction 

   u_mid[i+1] = uh(Le/2, c1, z)[2] 

   t = time[i+1] 

    

   # print midpoint displacement and time while running  

   print("midpoint disp %2.9f at Time %f " % (u_mid[i], t)) 

    

# plot tip-displacement vs time 

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

plt.rc('font', size=20)

plt.figure()

plt.plot(time, u_mid)

plt.xlabel("Time", fontsize=24)

plt.xlim(0.0, 4.8)

plt.ylabel("displacement", fontsize=24)

plt.ticklabel_format(axis="y", style="sci", scilimits=(0,0))

plt.tick_params(direction='out', length=6, width=2)

plt.tick_params(axis='both', which='major')

plt.grid()

plt.show()



midpoint disp 0.000000000 at Time 0.026667  

midpoint disp 0.000000000 at Time 0.053333  

midpoint disp 0.000000000 at Time 0.080000  

midpoint disp 0.000000000 at Time 0.106667  

midpoint disp 0.000000000 at Time 0.133333  

midpoint disp 0.000000018 at Time 0.160000  

midpoint disp 0.000000040 at Time 0.186667  

midpoint disp 0.000000001 at Time 0.213333  

midpoint disp 0.000000003 at Time 0.240000  

midpoint disp 0.000000101 at Time 0.266667  

midpoint disp 0.000000091 at Time 0.293333  

midpoint disp 0.000000243 at Time 0.320000  

midpoint disp 0.000000400 at Time 0.346667  

midpoint disp 0.000000514 at Time 0.373333  

midpoint disp 0.000000600 at Time 0.400000  

midpoint disp 0.000001238 at Time 0.426667  

midpoint disp 0.000000775 at Time 0.453333  

midpoint disp 0.000000820 at Time 0.480000  

midpoint disp 0.000000133 at Time 0.506667  

midpoint disp -0.000001953 at Time 0.533333  

midpoint disp -0.000005985 at Time 0.560000  

midpoint disp -0.000017652 at Time 0.586667  

midpoint disp -0.000043349 at Time 0.613333  

midpoint disp -0.000125404 at Time 0.640000  

midpoint disp -0.000275118 at Time 0.666667  

midpoint disp -0.000188269 at Time 0.693333  

midpoint disp -0.000080960 at Time 0.720000  

midpoint disp -0.000036539 at Time 0.746667  

midpoint disp -0.000013309 at Time 0.773333  

midpoint disp -0.000005988 at Time 0.800000  

midpoint disp -0.000001033 at Time 0.826667  

midpoint disp 0.000001597 at Time 0.853333  

midpoint disp 0.000002696 at Time 0.880000  

midpoint disp 0.000003198 at Time 0.906667  

midpoint disp 0.000003048 at Time 0.933333  

midpoint disp 0.000002814 at Time 0.960000  

midpoint disp 0.000002376 at Time 0.986667  

midpoint disp 0.000002207 at Time 1.013333  

midpoint disp 0.000002029 at Time 1.040000  

midpoint disp 0.000001670 at Time 1.066667  

midpoint disp 0.000001117 at Time 1.093333  

midpoint disp 0.000000739 at Time 1.120000  

midpoint disp 0.000000340 at Time 1.146667  

midpoint disp 0.000000143 at Time 1.173333  

midpoint disp -0.000000001 at Time 1.200000  

midpoint disp -0.000000001 at Time 1.226667  

midpoint disp -0.000000002 at Time 1.253333  

midpoint disp 0.000000000 at Time 1.280000  

midpoint disp -0.000000002 at Time 1.306667  

midpoint disp -0.000000001 at Time 1.333333  

midpoint disp -0.000000001 at Time 1.360000  

midpoint disp 0.000000143 at Time 1.386667  

midpoint disp 0.000000340 at Time 1.413333  

midpoint disp 0.000000739 at Time 1.440000  

midpoint disp 0.000001117 at Time 1.466667  

midpoint disp 0.000001670 at Time 1.493333  

midpoint disp 0.000002029 at Time 1.520000  

midpoint disp 0.000002207 at Time 1.546667  

midpoint disp 0.000002376 at Time 1.573333  

midpoint disp 0.000002814 at Time 1.600000  

midpoint disp 0.000003048 at Time 1.626667  

midpoint disp 0.000003198 at Time 1.653333  

midpoint disp 0.000002696 at Time 1.680000  



midpoint disp 0.000001597 at Time 1.706667  

midpoint disp -0.000001033 at Time 1.733333  

midpoint disp -0.000005988 at Time 1.760000  

midpoint disp -0.000013309 at Time 1.786667  

midpoint disp -0.000036539 at Time 1.813333  

midpoint disp -0.000080961 at Time 1.840000  

midpoint disp -0.000188269 at Time 1.866667  

midpoint disp -0.000275118 at Time 1.893333  

midpoint disp -0.000125404 at Time 1.920000  

midpoint disp -0.000043348 at Time 1.946667  

midpoint disp -0.000017652 at Time 1.973333  

midpoint disp -0.000005985 at Time 2.000000  

midpoint disp -0.000001953 at Time 2.026667  

midpoint disp 0.000000133 at Time 2.053333  

midpoint disp 0.000000820 at Time 2.080000  

midpoint disp 0.000000775 at Time 2.106667  

midpoint disp 0.000001238 at Time 2.133333  

midpoint disp 0.000000600 at Time 2.160000  

midpoint disp 0.000000514 at Time 2.186667  

midpoint disp 0.000000400 at Time 2.213333  

midpoint disp 0.000000243 at Time 2.240000  

midpoint disp 0.000000091 at Time 2.266667  

midpoint disp 0.000000101 at Time 2.293333  

midpoint disp 0.000000003 at Time 2.320000  

midpoint disp 0.000000001 at Time 2.346667  

midpoint disp 0.000000040 at Time 2.373333  

midpoint disp 0.000000018 at Time 2.400000  

midpoint disp 0.000000000 at Time 2.426667  

midpoint disp 0.000000000 at Time 2.453333  

midpoint disp -0.000000000 at Time 2.480000  

midpoint disp 0.000000000 at Time 2.506667  

midpoint disp -0.000000000 at Time 2.533333  

midpoint disp 0.000000018 at Time 2.560000  

midpoint disp 0.000000040 at Time 2.586667  

midpoint disp 0.000000001 at Time 2.613333  

midpoint disp 0.000000003 at Time 2.640000  

midpoint disp 0.000000101 at Time 2.666667  

midpoint disp 0.000000091 at Time 2.693333  

midpoint disp 0.000000243 at Time 2.720000  

midpoint disp 0.000000400 at Time 2.746667  

midpoint disp 0.000000514 at Time 2.773333  

midpoint disp 0.000000683 at Time 2.800000  

midpoint disp 0.000001238 at Time 2.826667  

midpoint disp 0.000000775 at Time 2.853333  

midpoint disp 0.000000820 at Time 2.880000  

midpoint disp 0.000000133 at Time 2.906667  

midpoint disp -0.000001953 at Time 2.933333  

midpoint disp -0.000005985 at Time 2.960000  

midpoint disp -0.000017652 at Time 2.986667  

midpoint disp -0.000043349 at Time 3.013333  

midpoint disp -0.000125404 at Time 3.040000  

midpoint disp -0.000275118 at Time 3.066667  

midpoint disp -0.000192921 at Time 3.093333  

midpoint disp -0.000080960 at Time 3.120000  

midpoint disp -0.000036539 at Time 3.146667  

midpoint disp -0.000013309 at Time 3.173333  

midpoint disp -0.000005988 at Time 3.200000  

midpoint disp -0.000001033 at Time 3.226667  

midpoint disp 0.000001597 at Time 3.253333  

midpoint disp 0.000002696 at Time 3.280000  

midpoint disp 0.000003198 at Time 3.306667  

midpoint disp 0.000003048 at Time 3.333333  

midpoint disp 0.000002877 at Time 3.360000  

midpoint disp 0.000002376 at Time 3.386667  



midpoint disp 0.000002207 at Time 3.413333  

midpoint disp 0.000002029 at Time 3.440000  

midpoint disp 0.000001670 at Time 3.466667  

midpoint disp 0.000001117 at Time 3.493333  

midpoint disp 0.000000739 at Time 3.520000  

midpoint disp 0.000000340 at Time 3.546667  

midpoint disp 0.000000143 at Time 3.573333  

midpoint disp -0.000000001 at Time 3.600000  

midpoint disp -0.000000001 at Time 3.626667  

midpoint disp -0.000000002 at Time 3.653333  

midpoint disp 0.000000000 at Time 3.680000  

midpoint disp -0.000000002 at Time 3.706667  

midpoint disp -0.000000001 at Time 3.733333  

midpoint disp -0.000000001 at Time 3.760000  

midpoint disp 0.000000143 at Time 3.786667  

midpoint disp 0.000000340 at Time 3.813333  

midpoint disp 0.000000739 at Time 3.840000  

midpoint disp 0.000001117 at Time 3.866667  

midpoint disp 0.000001670 at Time 3.893333  

midpoint disp 0.000002029 at Time 3.920000  

midpoint disp 0.000002207 at Time 3.946667  

midpoint disp 0.000002376 at Time 3.973333  

midpoint disp 0.000002814 at Time 4.000000  

midpoint disp 0.000003048 at Time 4.026667  

midpoint disp 0.000003198 at Time 4.053333  

midpoint disp 0.000002696 at Time 4.080000  

midpoint disp 0.000001597 at Time 4.106667  

midpoint disp -0.000001033 at Time 4.133333  

midpoint disp -0.000005992 at Time 4.160000  

midpoint disp -0.000013309 at Time 4.186667  

midpoint disp -0.000036539 at Time 4.213333  

midpoint disp -0.000080961 at Time 4.240000  

midpoint disp -0.000188269 at Time 4.266667  

midpoint disp -0.000275118 at Time 4.293333  

midpoint disp -0.000125404 at Time 4.320000  

midpoint disp -0.000043348 at Time 4.346667  

midpoint disp -0.000017652 at Time 4.373333  

midpoint disp -0.000005985 at Time 4.400000  

midpoint disp -0.000001953 at Time 4.426667  

midpoint disp 0.000000133 at Time 4.453333  

midpoint disp 0.000000820 at Time 4.480000  

midpoint disp 0.000000775 at Time 4.506667  

midpoint disp 0.000001238 at Time 4.533333  

midpoint disp 0.000000600 at Time 4.560000  

midpoint disp 0.000000514 at Time 4.586667  

midpoint disp 0.000000400 at Time 4.613333  

midpoint disp 0.000000243 at Time 4.640000  

midpoint disp 0.000000091 at Time 4.666667  

midpoint disp 0.000000101 at Time 4.693333  

midpoint disp 0.000000003 at Time 4.720000  

midpoint disp 0.000000001 at Time 4.746667  

midpoint disp 0.000000040 at Time 4.773333  

midpoint disp 0.000000018 at Time 4.800000  



5.11 Nonlinear Elasticity
We seek the displacement field , the displacement gradient , and the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor  that satisfy

where  is the body force, the displacement gradient  is a tensor field with the -component ,  is a vector
field with the -component ,  is the nonlinear constitutive equation of the nonlinearly elastic body , and 

is the traction vector field with , on .

Let the finite element spaces , ,  be the spaces
respectively induced by -simplex of type ( ), the Nedelec element, and the Raviart-Thomas element. Also let  be the
space of vector fields belonging to  that vanish on . Newton's method provides an iterative framework to solve the
above problem. The -th Newton's iteration involves solving a linear problem and can be stated as follows: Given 

 satisfying the boundary condition on , , and , find , 

, and  and let

where , , and  are obtained by solving the linear finite element method

where  is the elasticity tensor with the components  and

U K P
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div P = −f,
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In [3]: def nonlinear_solver(n, degreeCG, degreeCurl, degreeDiv): 

   # create mesh and define function space 

   domain = Rectangle(dolfin.Point(0.0, 0.0),\ 

                      dolfin.Point(L, W)) 

   mesh = generate_mesh(domain,n) 

   CGE  = FiniteElement("CG", mesh.ufl_cell(), degreeCG) 

   CurlE = FiniteElement("N1curl", mesh.ufl_cell(), degreeCurl)  

   DivE = FiniteElement("RT", mesh.ufl_cell(), degreeDiv) 

   Z = FunctionSpace(mesh,MixedElement([CGE, CGE, CurlE,\ 

                                        CurlE, DivE, DivE])) 

   # traction at the top boundary 

   Trac = Expression('alph * Lf', alph = 0.0, Lf = Lf, \ 

                degree = basedegree + degreeDiv)    

   boundary_parts = MeshFunction("size_t", mesh, \ 

                                 mesh.topology().dim()-1) 

   # mark top facets as subdomain 1 

   class TopBoundary(SubDomain): 

       def inside(self, x, on_boundary): 

           tol = 1E-12  # tolerance for coordinate comparisons 

           return on_boundary and abs(x[1] - W) < tol 

   Gamma_R = TopBoundary() 

   Gamma_R.mark(boundary_parts, 1) 

   # boundary functions 

   def left_func(x, on_boundary): 

       tol = 1E-12     # tolerance for coordinate comparisons 

       return on_boundary and abs(x[0]) < tol 

   def right_func(x, on_boundary): 

       tol = 1E-12     # tolerance for coordinate comparisons 

       return on_boundary and abs(x[0] - L) < tol 

   def bottom_func(x, on_boundary): 

       tol = 1E-12     # tolerance for coordinate comparisons 

       return on_boundary and abs(x[1]) < tol 

   bcs = [DirichletBC(Z.sub(0), Constant(0.0), left_func), 

          DirichletBC(Z.sub(0), Constant(0.0), right_func), 

          DirichletBC(Z.sub(1), Constant(0.0), bottom_func)] 

   # defining the constitutive equation and the elasticity tensor 

   def Pbb(K1, K2, Pi1, Pi2): 

       # deformation gradient 

       F = as_tensor([[1.0 + K1[0], K1[1]], [K2[0],\ 

                       1.0 + K2[1]]])    

       PImat = as_tensor([[Pi1[0], Pi1[1]], \ 

                          [Pi2[0], Pi2[1]]]) 

       return inner(mu*F + (2*lam*ln(det(F.T*F)) \ 

                            - mu)*inv(F.T), PImat) 

   def DPbb(K1, K2, M1, M2, Pi1, Pi2): 

       # deformation gradient 

       F = as_tensor([[1.0 + K1[0], K1[1]], [K2[0],\ 

                       1.0 + K2[1]]]) 

       FinvT = inv(F.T) 

       Mmat = as_tensor([[M1[0], M1[1]], [M2[0], M2[1]]]) 

       PImat = as_tensor([[Pi1[0], Pi1[1]],\ 

                          [Pi2[0], Pi2[1]]]) 

       return inner(mu*Mmat + (mu - 2*lam*ln(det(F.T*F))) \ 

                    *FinvT*Mmat.T*FinvT+ 4*lam*\ 

                    tr(inv(F)*Mmat)*FinvT, PImat) 



   # obtaining initial guess, zero, by interpolating zero 

   initial_const = Constant((0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,\ 

                             0.0,0.0, 0.0, 0.0)) 

   u_k = interpolate(initial_const, Z) 

   # _k variables only refer to the associated part of u_k 

   (U1_k, U2_k, K1_k, K2_k, P1_k, P2_k) = split(u_k)       

   # Newton iterations 

   (V1, V2, M1, M2, Q1, Q2) = TrialFunctions(Z)     

   (Up1, Up2, La1, La2, Pi1, Pi2) = TestFunctions(Z) 

   ds = Measure("ds", domain=mesh, \ 

                subdomain_data=boundary_parts) 

   LHS = ( inner(Q1, grad(Up1)) + inner(Q2, grad(Up2))  

       + inner(grad(V1), La1) + inner(grad(V2), La2) 

       - inner(M1, La1) - inner(M2, La2)  

       + DPbb(K1_k, K2_k, M1, M2, Pi1, Pi2) 

       - inner(Q1, Pi1) - inner(Q2, Pi2) )*dx 

   RHS = - ( inner(P1_k, grad(Up1)) + inner(P2_k, grad(Up2))  

         + inner(grad(U1_k), La1) + inner(grad(U2_k), La2) 

         - inner(K1_k, La1) - inner(K2_k, La2)  

         + Pbb(K1_k, K2_k, Pi1, Pi2) - inner(P1_k, Pi1)  

         - inner(P2_k, Pi2) )*dx  - Trac*Up2*ds(1) 

   z = Function(Z)         # increment vector 

   u = Function(Z)         # the current solution 

   omega = 0.8             # relaxation parameter 

   tol = 1.0E-5            # convergence tolerance 

   maxiter = 20            # maximum allowed iteration 

   min_stepsize = 1.0E-4 

   alpha0 = 0.0            # adaptive loading parameter 

   u_alpha0 = Function(Z)  # the solution for alpha0 

   u_alpha0.assign(u_k)    # initiate u_alpha0 

   step_size = 1.0         # parameter for increasing alpha0 

   while alpha0 < 1.0: 

       # alpha1 will be used to calculate the next step of loading 

       alpha1 = alpha0 + step_size          

       if alpha1 > 1.0: 

           alpha1 = 1.0; step_size = 1.0 - alpha0 

       print("-- load factor (alpha) = %6.2E -- " % alpha1) 

       Trac.alph = alpha1     # increasing load gradually 

       eps = 1.0           # infinity norm parameter 

       iter = 0            # iteration counter 

       while eps > tol and iter < maxiter: 

           iter += 1 

           if Guass_points: 

               # number of points for Guassian Quadrature 

               parameters["form_compiler"]["quadrature_degree"] =\ 

               Guass_points  

           solve(LHS == RHS, z, bcs) 

           eps = np.linalg.norm(z.vector().get_local(), ord=np.Inf) 

           print("iter = %d: the infinity norm of the increment \

                 is %8.2E" % (iter, eps)) 

           u.vector()[:] = u_k.vector() + omega*z.vector() 

           u_k.assign(u)   # updating for the next iteration 

       if iter == maxiter: 

           print("Newton iterations reached the max iteration,\

                 decreasing step-size (n = %d)" % n) 



           step_size = 0.5 * step_size  # decreasing step_size 

           u_k.assign(u_alpha0)         # rejecting the result 

       else: 

           u_alpha0.assign(u_k)         # accepting this step 

           alpha0 = alpha1 

           step_size = 2.0 * step_size  # increasing the step-size 

       if step_size < min_stepsize: 

           print("Too small step_size! step_size = %6.2E"\ 

                 % step_size) 

           import sys 

           sys.exit("Termination!") 

   # extracting results 

   (U1, U2, K1, K2, P1, P2) = u_k.split() 

    

   # produce vtkfile for visualization of displacement 

   UFE = VectorElement(CGE) 

   W_u = FunctionSpace(mesh, UFE) 

   parameters['allow_extrapolation'] = True  

   U_vec = as_vector([U1, U2]) 

   UU = project(U_vec, W_u) 

    

   return U2 , UU



In [4]: # degrees of CG, curl and div finite elements

degreeCG = 1; degreeCurl = 1; degreeDiv = 1       

# number of divisions

n = 7 

# length and width

L = 15.0 ; W = 10.0 

# material properties

mu = 0.0002; lam = 1.0 

# basedegree will be added to degree of the associated FE

basedegree = 2 

# input loads

loadings = [0.25, 1.25, 2.5, 4.5, 9.5, 25, 125, 250] 

# midpoint displacement vector

u_mid = np.zeros((len(loadings),))  

# number of Gaussian points

Guass_points = 10 

for (i, Lf) in enumerate(loadings): 

    

   # solver 

   U2, UU = nonlinear_solver(n, degreeCG, \ 

                             degreeCurl, degreeDiv) 

    

   # record displacement of midpoint 

   u_mid[i] = U2(L/2, W) 

    

   # print compression after each iteration 

   print("compression (%) = ", (u_mid/-W)*100) 

# save vtkfile

vtkfile = File('Ch5_NonlinearElas/disp.pvd')

vtkfile << UU 

# plot compression vs load 

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

plt.rc('font', size=30)

plt.figure()

plt.plot(loadings, (u_mid/-10)*100, '-bH',linewidth=2.0)

plt.xlabel("load")

plt.ylabel("compression (%) ")

plt.ylim(0.0, 100.0)

plt.tick_params(direction='out', length=6, width=2)

plt.tick_params(axis='both', which='major')

plt.tick_params(axis='both', which='minor')

plt.grid()

plt.show()



-- load factor (alpha) = 1.00E+00 --  

Calling FFC just-in-time (JIT) compiler, this may take some time. 

Calling FFC just-in-time (JIT) compiler, this may take some time. 

Calling FFC just-in-time (JIT) compiler, this may take some time. 

Calling FFC just-in-time (JIT) compiler, this may take some time. 

Calling FFC just-in-time (JIT) compiler, this may take some time. 

Calling FFC just-in-time (JIT) compiler, this may take some time. 

Calling FFC just-in-time (JIT) compiler, this may take some time. 

Calling FFC just-in-time (JIT) compiler, this may take some time. 

Calling FFC just-in-time (JIT) compiler, this may take some time. 

iter = 1: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 6.25E-01 

iter = 2: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.10E-01 

iter = 3: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.21E-02 

iter = 4: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 4.41E-03 

iter = 5: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 8.82E-04 

iter = 6: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.76E-04 

iter = 7: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.53E-05 

iter = 8: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 7.06E-06 

Calling FFC just-in-time (JIT) compiler, this may take some time. 

Calling FFC just-in-time (JIT) compiler, this may take some time. 

Calling FFC just-in-time (JIT) compiler, this may take some time. 

Calling FFC just-in-time (JIT) compiler, this may take some time. 

Calling FFC just-in-time (JIT) compiler, this may take some time. 

compression (%) =  [ 5.72162361 -0.         -0.         -0.         -0.         

-0. 

-0.         -0.        ] 

-- load factor (alpha) = 1.00E+00 --  

iter = 1: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.12E+00 

iter = 2: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 5.51E-01 

iter = 3: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.10E-01 

iter = 4: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.21E-02 

iter = 5: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 4.41E-03 

iter = 6: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 8.82E-04 

iter = 7: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.76E-04 

iter = 8: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.53E-05 

iter = 9: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 7.06E-06 

compression (%) =  [ 5.72162361 21.70287776 -0.         -0.         -0.         

-0. 

-0.         -0.        ] 

-- load factor (alpha) = 1.00E+00 --  

iter = 1: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 6.25E+00 

iter = 2: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.12E+00 

iter = 3: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 6.14E-01 

iter = 4: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.13E-01 

iter = 5: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 5.22E-02 

iter = 6: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.10E-02 

iter = 7: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.22E-03 

iter = 8: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 4.45E-04 

iter = 9: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 8.90E-05 

iter = 10: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.78E-05 

iter = 11: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.56E-06 

compression (%) =  [ 5.72162361 21.70287776 33.85768582 -0.         -0.         

-0. 

-0.         -0.        ] 

-- load factor (alpha) = 1.00E+00 --  

iter = 1: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.12E+01 

iter = 2: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 6.51E+00 

iter = 3: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.83E+00 

iter = 4: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.93E+00 

iter = 5: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.45E+00 

iter = 6: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.18E+00 

iter = 7: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.61E+00 

iter = 8: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 8.19E-01 



iter = 9: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.99E+00 

iter = 10: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.11E+00 

iter = 11: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 4.30E+00 

iter = 12: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 6.44E+00 

iter = 13: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.11E+01 

iter = 14: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 4.98E+01 

iter = 15: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 5.94E+02 

iter = 16: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.08E+03 

iter = 17: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.86E+04 

iter = 18: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 5.66E+05 

iter = 19: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.19E+06 

iter = 20: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.56E+06 

Newton iterations reached the max iteration,                  decreasing step-s

ize (n = 7) 

-- load factor (alpha) = 5.00E-01 --  

iter = 1: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 5.62E+00 

iter = 2: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 9.93E-01 

iter = 3: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 4.68E-01 

iter = 4: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.42E-01 

iter = 5: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.25E-02 

iter = 6: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 6.70E-03 

iter = 7: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.35E-03 

iter = 8: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.70E-04 

iter = 9: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 5.40E-05 

iter = 10: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.08E-05 

iter = 11: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.16E-06 

-- load factor (alpha) = 1.00E+00 --  

iter = 1: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 4.96E+00 

iter = 2: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 9.92E-01 

iter = 3: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.98E-01 

iter = 4: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.97E-02 

iter = 5: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 7.94E-03 

iter = 6: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.59E-03 

iter = 7: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.18E-04 

iter = 8: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 6.35E-05 

iter = 9: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.27E-05 

iter = 10: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.54E-06 

compression (%) =  [ 5.72162361 21.70287776 33.85768582 45.7065325  -0.         

-0. 

-0.         -0.        ] 

-- load factor (alpha) = 1.00E+00 --  

iter = 1: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.37E+01 

iter = 2: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.37E+01 

iter = 3: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 7.90E+02 

iter = 4: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.35E+04 

iter = 5: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 5.17E+05 

iter = 6: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 9.89E+04 

iter = 7: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.73E+05 

iter = 8: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.83E+05 

iter = 9: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.54E+06 

iter = 10: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.00E+06 

iter = 11: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 4.43E+05 

iter = 12: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.92E+05 

iter = 13: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 4.53E+04 

iter = 14: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.45E+04 

iter = 15: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 4.80E+05 

iter = 16: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 9.36E+07 

iter = 17: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 7.50E+07 

iter = 18: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.50E+07 

iter = 19: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.00E+06 

iter = 20: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 5.99E+05 

Newton iterations reached the max iteration,                  decreasing step-s

ize (n = 7) 

-- load factor (alpha) = 5.00E-01 --  



iter = 1: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.19E+01 

iter = 2: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.15E+01 

iter = 3: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.38E+00 

iter = 4: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.67E+00 

iter = 5: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 4.79E+01 

iter = 6: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 5.56E+01 

iter = 7: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.67E+02 

iter = 8: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.62E+02 

iter = 9: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.46E+02 

iter = 10: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.19E+04 

iter = 11: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.89E+05 

iter = 12: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.02E+06 

iter = 13: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.29E+06 

iter = 14: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 7.46E+05 

iter = 15: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.32E+07 

iter = 16: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.06E+07 

iter = 17: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 8.73E+06 

iter = 18: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.75E+06 

iter = 19: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.48E+05 

iter = 20: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.36E+05 

Newton iterations reached the max iteration,                  decreasing step-s

ize (n = 7) 

-- load factor (alpha) = 2.50E-01 --  

iter = 1: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 5.94E+00 

iter = 2: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.06E+00 

iter = 3: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 5.39E-01 

iter = 4: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.75E-01 

iter = 5: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 4.12E-02 

iter = 6: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 8.57E-03 

iter = 7: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.73E-03 

iter = 8: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.46E-04 

iter = 9: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 6.93E-05 

iter = 10: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.39E-05 

iter = 11: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.77E-06 

-- load factor (alpha) = 7.50E-01 --  

iter = 1: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.05E+01 

iter = 2: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.10E+00 

iter = 3: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 4.19E-01 

iter = 4: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 8.67E-02 

iter = 5: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.98E-02 

iter = 6: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 4.08E-03 

iter = 7: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 8.22E-04 

iter = 8: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.65E-04 

iter = 9: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.29E-05 

iter = 10: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 6.58E-06 

-- load factor (alpha) = 1.00E+00 --  

iter = 1: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 5.24E+00 

iter = 2: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.05E+00 

iter = 3: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.10E-01 

iter = 4: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 4.19E-02 

iter = 5: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 8.38E-03 

iter = 6: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.68E-03 

iter = 7: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.35E-04 

iter = 8: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 6.70E-05 

iter = 9: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.34E-05 

iter = 10: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.68E-06 

compression (%) =  [ 5.72162361 21.70287776 33.85768582 45.7065325  60.68753952 

-0. 

-0.         -0.        ] 

-- load factor (alpha) = 1.00E+00 --  

iter = 1: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 6.25E+01 

iter = 2: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.45E+03 

iter = 3: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 9.61E+05 

iter = 4: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.02E+06 



iter = 5: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 4.04E+05 

iter = 6: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 8.08E+04 

iter = 7: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.62E+04 

iter = 8: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.23E+03 

iter = 9: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 6.46E+02 

iter = 10: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.29E+02 

iter = 11: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.59E+01 

iter = 12: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 5.17E+00 

iter = 13: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.03E+00 

iter = 14: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.07E-01 

iter = 15: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 4.14E-02 

iter = 16: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 8.27E-03 

iter = 17: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.65E-03 

iter = 18: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.31E-04 

iter = 19: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 6.62E-05 

iter = 20: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.32E-05 

Newton iterations reached the max iteration,                  decreasing step-s

ize (n = 7) 

-- load factor (alpha) = 5.00E-01 --  

iter = 1: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.12E+01 

iter = 2: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.08E+02 

iter = 3: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.27E+03 

iter = 4: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.48E+05 

iter = 5: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 9.05E+05 

iter = 6: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.81E+05 

iter = 7: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.61E+04 

iter = 8: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 7.23E+03 

iter = 9: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.45E+03 

iter = 10: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.89E+02 

iter = 11: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 5.78E+01 

iter = 12: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.16E+01 

iter = 13: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.31E+00 

iter = 14: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 4.62E-01 

iter = 15: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 9.25E-02 

iter = 16: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.85E-02 

iter = 17: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.70E-03 

iter = 18: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 7.40E-04 

iter = 19: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.48E-04 

iter = 20: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.96E-05 

Newton iterations reached the max iteration,                  decreasing step-s

ize (n = 7) 

-- load factor (alpha) = 2.50E-01 --  

iter = 1: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.56E+01 

iter = 2: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 5.36E+00 

iter = 3: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 5.71E+00 

iter = 4: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 7.40E+00 

iter = 5: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.43E+01 

iter = 6: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 6.32E+03 

iter = 7: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.30E+06 

iter = 8: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.04E+06 

iter = 9: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.22E+05 

iter = 10: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.53E+05 

iter = 11: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.02E+04 

iter = 12: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 6.68E+05 

iter = 13: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 5.34E+05 

iter = 14: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.08E+05 

iter = 15: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.34E+04 

iter = 16: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.19E+04 

iter = 17: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.69E+05 

iter = 18: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.34E+05 

iter = 19: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.49E+04 

iter = 20: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.66E+04 

Newton iterations reached the max iteration,                  decreasing step-s

ize (n = 7) 



-- load factor (alpha) = 1.25E-01 --  

iter = 1: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 7.81E+00 

iter = 2: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.38E+00 

iter = 3: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 9.97E-01 

iter = 4: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 5.14E-01 

iter = 5: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.67E-01 

iter = 6: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.96E-02 

iter = 7: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 8.25E-03 

iter = 8: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.66E-03 

iter = 9: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.34E-04 

iter = 10: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 6.67E-05 

iter = 11: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.33E-05 

iter = 12: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.67E-06 

-- load factor (alpha) = 3.75E-01 --  

iter = 1: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.38E+01 

iter = 2: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.76E+00 

iter = 3: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 5.51E-01 

iter = 4: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.63E-01 

iter = 5: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 4.01E-02 

iter = 6: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 8.44E-03 

iter = 7: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.71E-03 

iter = 8: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.42E-04 

iter = 9: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 6.84E-05 

iter = 10: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.37E-05 

iter = 11: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.74E-06 

-- load factor (alpha) = 8.75E-01 --  

iter = 1: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.76E+01 

iter = 2: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 5.51E+00 

iter = 3: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.10E+00 

iter = 4: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.21E-01 

iter = 5: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 4.41E-02 

iter = 6: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 8.82E-03 

iter = 7: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.76E-03 

iter = 8: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.53E-04 

iter = 9: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 7.06E-05 

iter = 10: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.41E-05 

iter = 11: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.82E-06 

-- load factor (alpha) = 1.00E+00 --  

iter = 1: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 6.89E+00 

iter = 2: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.38E+00 

iter = 3: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.76E-01 

iter = 4: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 5.51E-02 

iter = 5: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.10E-02 

iter = 6: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.21E-03 

iter = 7: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 4.41E-04 

iter = 8: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 8.82E-05 

iter = 9: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.76E-05 

iter = 10: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.53E-06 

compression (%) =  [ 5.72162361 21.70287776 33.85768582 45.7065325  60.68753952 

76.69512283 

-0.         -0.        ] 

-- load factor (alpha) = 1.00E+00 --  

iter = 1: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.12E+02 

iter = 2: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 8.34E+04 

iter = 3: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 6.34E+06 

iter = 4: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.25E+06 

iter = 5: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.49E+05 

iter = 6: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 4.98E+04 

iter = 7: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 9.96E+03 

iter = 8: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.99E+03 

iter = 9: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.98E+02 

iter = 10: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 7.97E+01 

iter = 11: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.59E+01 

iter = 12: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.19E+00 



iter = 13: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 6.38E-01 

iter = 14: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.28E-01 

iter = 15: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.55E-02 

iter = 16: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 5.10E-03 

iter = 17: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.02E-03 

iter = 18: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.04E-04 

iter = 19: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 4.08E-05 

iter = 20: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 8.16E-06 

Newton iterations reached the max iteration,                  decreasing step-s

ize (n = 7) 

-- load factor (alpha) = 5.00E-01 --  

iter = 1: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.56E+02 

iter = 2: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.42E+04 

iter = 3: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.47E+06 

iter = 4: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.62E+05 

iter = 5: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 7.23E+04 

iter = 6: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.45E+04 

iter = 7: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.89E+03 

iter = 8: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 5.79E+02 

iter = 9: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.16E+02 

iter = 10: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.31E+01 

iter = 11: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 4.63E+00 

iter = 12: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 9.26E-01 

iter = 13: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.85E-01 

iter = 14: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.70E-02 

iter = 15: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 7.41E-03 

iter = 16: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.48E-03 

iter = 17: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.96E-04 

iter = 18: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 5.93E-05 

iter = 19: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.19E-05 

iter = 20: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.37E-06 

Newton iterations reached the max iteration,                  decreasing step-s

ize (n = 7) 

-- load factor (alpha) = 2.50E-01 --  

iter = 1: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 7.81E+01 

iter = 2: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.15E+03 

iter = 3: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.24E+06 

iter = 4: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 4.16E+06 

iter = 5: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 8.31E+05 

iter = 6: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.66E+05 

iter = 7: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.37E+04 

iter = 8: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 6.82E+03 

iter = 9: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.00E+04 

iter = 10: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.41E+04 

iter = 11: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.65E+03 

iter = 12: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.42E+04 

iter = 13: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.18E+05 

iter = 14: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 9.46E+04 

iter = 15: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.90E+04 

iter = 16: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.18E+04 

iter = 17: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 5.06E+05 

iter = 18: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 4.06E+05 

iter = 19: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 9.20E+04 

iter = 20: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 5.64E+04 

Newton iterations reached the max iteration,                  decreasing step-s

ize (n = 7) 

-- load factor (alpha) = 1.25E-01 --  

iter = 1: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.91E+01 

iter = 2: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 6.50E+02 

iter = 3: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.94E+04 

iter = 4: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 8.25E+05 

iter = 5: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.52E+05 

iter = 6: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.05E+04 

iter = 7: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 6.09E+03 



iter = 8: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.22E+03 

iter = 9: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.44E+02 

iter = 10: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 4.88E+01 

iter = 11: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 9.75E+00 

iter = 12: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.95E+00 

iter = 13: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.90E-01 

iter = 14: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 7.80E-02 

iter = 15: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.56E-02 

iter = 16: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.12E-03 

iter = 17: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 6.24E-04 

iter = 18: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.25E-04 

iter = 19: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.50E-05 

iter = 20: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 4.99E-06 

Newton iterations reached the max iteration,                  decreasing step-s

ize (n = 7) 

-- load factor (alpha) = 6.25E-02 --  

iter = 1: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.95E+01 

iter = 2: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.81E+01 

iter = 3: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.16E+01 

iter = 4: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 7.10E+03 

iter = 5: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 6.85E+05 

iter = 6: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 7.60E+05 

iter = 7: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 6.08E+05 

iter = 8: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.22E+05 

iter = 9: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 4.56E+04 

iter = 10: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 6.98E+04 

iter = 11: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 7.28E+04 

iter = 12: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 5.11E+04 

iter = 13: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 4.22E+04 

iter = 14: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 6.41E+04 

iter = 15: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.97E+05 

iter = 16: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.43E+05 

iter = 17: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 4.65E+04 

iter = 18: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 4.71E+04 

iter = 19: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.66E+04 

iter = 20: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.03E+04 

Newton iterations reached the max iteration,                  decreasing step-s

ize (n = 7) 

-- load factor (alpha) = 3.12E-02 --  

iter = 1: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 9.76E+00 

iter = 2: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.94E+00 

iter = 3: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.63E+00 

iter = 4: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.55E+00 

iter = 5: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 8.25E-01 

iter = 6: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.90E-01 

iter = 7: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 7.40E-02 

iter = 8: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.58E-02 

iter = 9: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.20E-03 

iter = 10: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 6.41E-04 

iter = 11: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.28E-04 

iter = 12: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.56E-05 

iter = 13: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 5.13E-06 

-- load factor (alpha) = 9.38E-02 --  

iter = 1: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.72E+01 

iter = 2: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.45E+00 

iter = 3: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 6.89E-01 

iter = 4: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.63E-01 

iter = 5: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 7.01E-02 

iter = 6: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.51E-02 

iter = 7: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.08E-03 

iter = 8: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 6.18E-04 

iter = 9: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.24E-04 

iter = 10: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.47E-05 

iter = 11: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 4.95E-06 



-- load factor (alpha) = 2.19E-01 --  

iter = 1: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.45E+01 

iter = 2: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 6.89E+00 

iter = 3: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.38E+00 

iter = 4: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.76E-01 

iter = 5: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 5.51E-02 

iter = 6: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.10E-02 

iter = 7: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.21E-03 

iter = 8: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 4.41E-04 

iter = 9: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 8.82E-05 

iter = 10: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.76E-05 

iter = 11: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.53E-06 

-- load factor (alpha) = 4.69E-01 --  

iter = 1: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 6.89E+01 

iter = 2: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.38E+01 

iter = 3: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.76E+00 

iter = 4: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 5.51E-01 

iter = 5: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.10E-01 

iter = 6: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.21E-02 

iter = 7: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 4.41E-03 

iter = 8: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 8.82E-04 

iter = 9: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.76E-04 

iter = 10: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.53E-05 

iter = 11: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 7.06E-06 

-- load factor (alpha) = 9.69E-01 --  

iter = 1: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.38E+02 

iter = 2: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.76E+01 

iter = 3: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 5.51E+00 

iter = 4: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.10E+00 

iter = 5: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.21E-01 

iter = 6: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 4.41E-02 

iter = 7: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 8.82E-03 

iter = 8: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.76E-03 

iter = 9: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.53E-04 

iter = 10: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 7.06E-05 

iter = 11: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.41E-05 

iter = 12: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.82E-06 

-- load factor (alpha) = 1.00E+00 --  

iter = 1: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 8.61E+00 

iter = 2: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.72E+00 

iter = 3: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.45E-01 

iter = 4: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 6.89E-02 

iter = 5: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.38E-02 

iter = 6: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.76E-03 

iter = 7: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 5.51E-04 

iter = 8: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.10E-04 

iter = 9: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.21E-05 

iter = 10: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 4.41E-06 

compression (%) =  [ 5.72162361 21.70287776 33.85768582 45.7065325  60.68753952 

76.69512283 

91.94101629 -0.        ] 

-- load factor (alpha) = 1.00E+00 --  

iter = 1: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 6.25E+02 

iter = 2: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 5.41E+05 

iter = 3: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.29E+07 

iter = 4: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.59E+06 

iter = 5: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 5.17E+05 

iter = 6: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.03E+05 

iter = 7: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.07E+04 

iter = 8: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 4.14E+03 

iter = 9: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 8.27E+02 

iter = 10: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.65E+02 

iter = 11: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.31E+01 

iter = 12: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 6.62E+00 



iter = 13: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.32E+00 

iter = 14: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.65E-01 

iter = 15: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 5.29E-02 

iter = 16: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.06E-02 

iter = 17: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.12E-03 

iter = 18: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 4.24E-04 

iter = 19: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 8.47E-05 

iter = 20: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.69E-05 

Newton iterations reached the max iteration,                  decreasing step-s

ize (n = 7) 

-- load factor (alpha) = 5.00E-01 --  

iter = 1: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.12E+02 

iter = 2: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 8.34E+04 

iter = 3: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 6.34E+06 

iter = 4: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.25E+06 

iter = 5: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.49E+05 

iter = 6: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 4.98E+04 

iter = 7: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 9.96E+03 

iter = 8: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.99E+03 

iter = 9: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.98E+02 

iter = 10: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 7.97E+01 

iter = 11: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.59E+01 

iter = 12: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.19E+00 

iter = 13: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 6.38E-01 

iter = 14: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.28E-01 

iter = 15: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.55E-02 

iter = 16: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 5.10E-03 

iter = 17: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.02E-03 

iter = 18: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.04E-04 

iter = 19: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 4.08E-05 

iter = 20: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 8.16E-06 

Newton iterations reached the max iteration,                  decreasing step-s

ize (n = 7) 

-- load factor (alpha) = 2.50E-01 --  

iter = 1: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.56E+02 

iter = 2: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.42E+04 

iter = 3: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.47E+06 

iter = 4: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.62E+05 

iter = 5: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 7.23E+04 

iter = 6: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.45E+04 

iter = 7: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.89E+03 

iter = 8: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 5.79E+02 

iter = 9: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.16E+02 

iter = 10: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.31E+01 

iter = 11: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 4.63E+00 

iter = 12: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 9.26E-01 

iter = 13: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.85E-01 

iter = 14: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.70E-02 

iter = 15: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 7.41E-03 

iter = 16: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.48E-03 

iter = 17: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.96E-04 

iter = 18: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 5.93E-05 

iter = 19: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.19E-05 

iter = 20: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.37E-06 

Newton iterations reached the max iteration,                  decreasing step-s

ize (n = 7) 

-- load factor (alpha) = 1.25E-01 --  

iter = 1: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 7.81E+01 

iter = 2: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.15E+03 

iter = 3: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.24E+06 

iter = 4: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 4.16E+06 

iter = 5: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 8.31E+05 

iter = 6: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.66E+05 

iter = 7: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.37E+04 



iter = 8: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 6.82E+03 

iter = 9: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.00E+04 

iter = 10: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.41E+04 

iter = 11: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.65E+03 

iter = 12: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.42E+04 

iter = 13: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.18E+05 

iter = 14: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 9.46E+04 

iter = 15: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.90E+04 

iter = 16: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.18E+04 

iter = 17: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 5.06E+05 

iter = 18: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 4.06E+05 

iter = 19: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 9.20E+04 

iter = 20: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 5.64E+04 

Newton iterations reached the max iteration,                  decreasing step-s

ize (n = 7) 

-- load factor (alpha) = 6.25E-02 --  

iter = 1: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.91E+01 

iter = 2: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 6.50E+02 

iter = 3: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.94E+04 

iter = 4: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 8.25E+05 

iter = 5: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.52E+05 

iter = 6: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.05E+04 

iter = 7: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 6.09E+03 

iter = 8: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.22E+03 

iter = 9: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.44E+02 

iter = 10: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 4.88E+01 

iter = 11: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 9.75E+00 

iter = 12: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.95E+00 

iter = 13: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.90E-01 

iter = 14: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 7.80E-02 

iter = 15: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.56E-02 

iter = 16: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.12E-03 

iter = 17: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 6.24E-04 

iter = 18: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.25E-04 

iter = 19: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.50E-05 

iter = 20: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 4.99E-06 

Newton iterations reached the max iteration,                  decreasing step-s

ize (n = 7) 

-- load factor (alpha) = 3.12E-02 --  

iter = 1: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.95E+01 

iter = 2: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.81E+01 

iter = 3: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.16E+01 

iter = 4: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 7.10E+03 

iter = 5: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 6.85E+05 

iter = 6: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 7.60E+05 

iter = 7: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 6.08E+05 

iter = 8: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.22E+05 

iter = 9: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 4.56E+04 

iter = 10: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 6.98E+04 

iter = 11: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 7.28E+04 

iter = 12: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 5.11E+04 

iter = 13: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 4.22E+04 

iter = 14: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 6.41E+04 

iter = 15: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.97E+05 

iter = 16: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.43E+05 

iter = 17: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 4.65E+04 

iter = 18: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 4.71E+04 

iter = 19: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.66E+04 

iter = 20: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.03E+04 

Newton iterations reached the max iteration,                  decreasing step-s

ize (n = 7) 

-- load factor (alpha) = 1.56E-02 --  

iter = 1: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 9.76E+00 

iter = 2: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.94E+00 



iter = 3: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.63E+00 

iter = 4: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.55E+00 

iter = 5: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 8.25E-01 

iter = 6: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.90E-01 

iter = 7: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 7.40E-02 

iter = 8: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.58E-02 

iter = 9: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.20E-03 

iter = 10: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 6.41E-04 

iter = 11: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.28E-04 

iter = 12: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.56E-05 

iter = 13: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 5.13E-06 

-- load factor (alpha) = 4.69E-02 --  

iter = 1: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.72E+01 

iter = 2: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.45E+00 

iter = 3: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 6.89E-01 

iter = 4: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.63E-01 

iter = 5: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 7.01E-02 

iter = 6: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.51E-02 

iter = 7: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.08E-03 

iter = 8: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 6.18E-04 

iter = 9: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.24E-04 

iter = 10: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.47E-05 

iter = 11: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 4.95E-06 

-- load factor (alpha) = 1.09E-01 --  

iter = 1: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.45E+01 

iter = 2: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 6.89E+00 

iter = 3: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.38E+00 

iter = 4: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.76E-01 

iter = 5: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 5.51E-02 

iter = 6: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.10E-02 

iter = 7: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.21E-03 

iter = 8: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 4.41E-04 

iter = 9: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 8.82E-05 

iter = 10: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.76E-05 

iter = 11: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.53E-06 

-- load factor (alpha) = 2.34E-01 --  

iter = 1: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 6.89E+01 

iter = 2: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.38E+01 

iter = 3: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.76E+00 

iter = 4: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 5.51E-01 

iter = 5: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.10E-01 

iter = 6: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.21E-02 

iter = 7: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 4.41E-03 

iter = 8: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 8.82E-04 

iter = 9: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.76E-04 

iter = 10: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.53E-05 

iter = 11: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 7.06E-06 

-- load factor (alpha) = 4.84E-01 --  

iter = 1: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.38E+02 

iter = 2: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.76E+01 

iter = 3: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 5.51E+00 

iter = 4: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.10E+00 

iter = 5: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.21E-01 

iter = 6: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 4.41E-02 

iter = 7: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 8.82E-03 

iter = 8: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.76E-03 

iter = 9: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.53E-04 

iter = 10: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 7.06E-05 

iter = 11: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.41E-05 

iter = 12: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.82E-06 

-- load factor (alpha) = 9.84E-01 --  

iter = 1: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.76E+02 

iter = 2: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 5.51E+01 

iter = 3: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.10E+01 



iter = 4: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.21E+00 

iter = 5: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 4.41E-01 

iter = 6: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 8.82E-02 

iter = 7: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.76E-02 

iter = 8: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.53E-03 

iter = 9: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 7.06E-04 

iter = 10: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.41E-04 

iter = 11: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.82E-05 

iter = 12: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 5.65E-06 

-- load factor (alpha) = 1.00E+00 --  

iter = 1: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 8.61E+00 

iter = 2: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.72E+00 

iter = 3: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 3.45E-01 

iter = 4: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 6.89E-02 

iter = 5: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.38E-02 

iter = 6: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.76E-03 

iter = 7: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 5.51E-04 

iter = 8: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 1.10E-04 

iter = 9: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 2.21E-05 

iter = 10: the infinity norm of the increment                   is 4.41E-06 

compression (%) =  [ 5.72162361 21.70287776 33.85768582 45.7065325  60.68753952 

76.69512283 

91.94101629 95.15602496] 


